
Wonderful Watercolour 

 
 
Gordon tends to paint in a loose, realist style. Wonderful Watercolour focuses on classic 
watercolour technique with emphasis on understanding and employing the logic of the 
watercolour process. Using various watercolour materials students learn to employ drawing and 
design, values, edges & colour with the aim of enhancing their interpretation of their chosen 
subject and conveying a sense of space, light and form. A different exercise each week will be 
demonstrated but you may choose your own subject/topic if you wish. Any level welcome. BYO 
materials. 
 

Equipment (minimum) 
-Watercolour paper- (minimum 185g preferred eg Saunders/Arches brand etc and preferably 
'Rough' texture, 100% cotton)- cheaper to buy full sheets and tear it up than buy pads- I'll show 
you how... buying cheap non-cotton paper makes painting very difficult... 
- Brushes: 1 midsize round (with a good point), 1 wash brush (either a mop or a hake), 1 rigger- ask 
me for advice! 
-1 piece of board (to attach your paper to) 
- Pencil 2B or 4B + eraser (kneadable is better) 
-1" masking tape 
-1 palette (with at least 3 or 4 spaces for mixing) 
- Suggested Pigments (Just bring what you have or prefer) -minimum: French Ultramarine, Burnt 
Sienna, Yellow Ochre (or Raw Sienna), Nickel Azo Yellow (or Aureolin), Permanent Alizarin Crimson, 
(good extras are Cerulean blue and Cadmium red or Cadmium orange. (Must be at least student 
quality eg W&N Cotman but buying single pigement paints is always best in my opinion- 'Art 
Spectrum' are cheapish and fine). 
 

Pigment consistency                       VS                            Paper Wetness 

tea         dry 

milk         damp 

coffee         moist 

milk         wet 

cream 

butter 

 

Paint to Paper 

Tilt your board! (about 35 degrees is ideal) 

wet on dry vs Wet in wet 

flat wash vs graded wash vs blended wash 

mixing on palette vs mixing on the paper 

positive shapes vs negative shapes 

hard edges vs soft edges vs broken edges 

other things: splatter techniques/ lifting out/ masking fluid or tape/ dry brush/ salt/ 

soap etc 

 

 

 


